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means lower growth. 1°  Although a short-term "military Keynesianism" stimulative effect on the economy 

may exist (as it does with any government expenditure), over the long run this is outweighed by the 

depression of investment, the distortion of resource distribution, and the diversion of research and 

development activities towards "military progress at the expense of technological advances in 

economically-productive areas."' A more straightforward "quality of life" argument also suggests that 

military expenditures consume scarce resources that could otherwise be devoted to social welfare spending, 

such as health care, education or basic services, whether or not these directly result in increased economic 

growth. 12  Finally, insofar as defense spending involves the use of scarce foreign exchange to acquire 

weapons or military technologies, economies that suffer from foreign exchange investment constraints will 

suffer, even if the overall burden of military spending is not great. 

For the political scientist, states and regimes devote resources to the armed forces to meet perceived 

threats, but the "security dilemma" ensures that uncertainty and suspicion always lead even prudent policy-

makers to worst-case planning scenarios. The inability of distinguishing offensive from defensive 

preparations by potential opponents ensures that competitive arms racing is relatively easy to trigger, and 

difficult to stop. Whether or not this leads to increased conflict and war, it certainly consumes scarce 

resources, and makes the durable resolution of inter-state conflicts extremely difficult. °  With respect to 

internal conflict and political development, the standard argument has been that increased "militarization" 

(however defined) can distort economic development (because of the propensity for military intervention 

in the economy), and can thwart political and social developmenC Somewhat less obviously, rapid 
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